
Hello folks. My name’s Tom Howard. I work for Active Herefordshire and Worcestershire where my 

main role is to develop and promote opportunities for older adults to stay physically active. I first 

started working with older adults in about 2010 when I did my chair-based exercise qualification, 

and since then I’ve worked with older adults in a range of settings from senior physical activity 

programmes to walking sports, to exercise classes, to senior dance sessions. All based around trying 

to get more seniors more active, more often. Currently working for Active Herefordshire and 

Worcestershire I’m trying to develop a range of workshops and CPD courses where individuals such 

as yourselves can get more confident about working with older adults in physical activity.  

[music] 

We’re going to be looking at physical activity sessions. How to structure them and the kind of things 

you might include within your sessions. Firstly, it’s important to understand that the majority of 

physical activity sessions will consist of three main parts. That’s a warm-up, that’s the main body, so 

the main focus of the session, and then a cool down. And this is usually the case for most physical 

activity sessions, whether they be sport, exercise, dance or something completely different. We tend 

to look for those three main parts. Now arguably, the three main parts, the cool down, the warm-up 

and the main body are as important as each other, with no one really taking priority over the other. 

However, in my opinion the warm-up, prior to the main body taking part, is really, really important.  

Traditionally a warm-up will start with low intensity, simple movements before gradually increasing 

in intensity. This might consist of simple movements such as toe taps, heel raises, gentle leg 

marching, marching on the spot and sometimes involve various different arm movements as well, 

which then might gradually combine together to make slightly more intense exercises or 

movements. The warm-up provides a good opportunity to try some mobility exercises with your 

participants such as shoulder rolls or waist twists. The key element to remember however, is that 

the warm-up must start with a low intensity and gradually build in intensity. In doing so, we allow 

our participants’ heart rate and blood flow to gently increase and our muscles to warm up and 

increase their elasticity. 

[music] 

The middle part of our session, our main focus, can contain a variety of movements or exercises 

which might try and challenge our participants slightly more than the warm-up, both physically and 

mentally. This could be achieved through using slightly more complex movements, such as legs and 

arms doing opposites, or by putting a couple of movements together into small routines.  

[music] 

Remember, you are trying to challenge your participants, whilst keeping their heart rate higher than 

it was during the warm-up. But more importantly you’re trying to make the session fun and 

enjoyable because if it is fun and enjoyable your participants are more likely to engage with it and 

want to try it again on a different day. 

[music] 

A cool down is almost the complete opposite of a warm-up, in the sense that we want to gradually 

decrease the intensity of the movements or the exercises we’re doing, to a point where our heart 

rate has almost reached its resting stage, so the stage it was before we started the warm-up and 

participants have started to regain their normal breathing. Now if you can try and do some 

stretching with your participants to help sore muscles the following day, that’s a really good thing to 

try and implement into your cool down, and it’s going to also help them increase their flexibility as 



well. With your cool down, a key thing to remember is we’re gradually decreasing the intensity of 

the activity to ensure that the heart rate lowers in a safe and controlled way. 

[music] 

Now, what we must remember is that sometimes what we’ve planned doesn’t work, or isn’t going to 

work. Participants may struggle to pick things up, or they might find that they enjoy this activity 

more than they do another activity. And enjoyment needs to play a large part in our sessions to keep 

our participants engaged and wanting to do it again on different days. So it’s important that we’re 

prepared to change or adapt what we’re doing to meet our participants’ needs. 

[music] 

One method we can use to adapt our activities is called the step principle. So that’s step, S, T, E, P. 

Firstly S, can we change the space? T, can we change the task? E, can we change the equipment 

we’re using? Or P, can we change the people involved or the range of people that are doing different 

activities? So it might be that you make the space bigger, smaller, a different shape. You might ask 

different people to try different tasks or different activities. Then you might give them a piece of 

equipment to try and use, or you might even think that the equipment’s too much and you might 

take that, take that away from them. And lastly you can change the people. So can we have more 

people, less people? Can we give different tasks to different people and they can run that at the 

same time? 

[music] 

Lastly, if all else fails, when you find one activity or movement that the participants have enjoyed, 

don’t be afraid to stick with it or work that period of activity for longer. Ok, or you can always go 

back to it again later in a session. At the end of the day, something is better than nothing, and as 

long as your participants are safe doing what you’re asking them to do, then it’s going to be 

beneficial for them.  

[music to the end] 

 


